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Overseas Outlooks
Pluralism, a concept which is growing

knowing how to dress appropriately and

Many important lessons are being

in importance at the University, is easily

in shopping. It is easy to be tolerant and
supportive of students who have prob

learned not only from the academic
experiences but also from the host fami
ly living experience.

considered in the abstract as a positive
but vague goal. The USAID-sponsored

CASS (Cooperative Association States for
Scholarships) program is playing a sig

lems in acclimating to the weather con
ditions even when these problems affect

nificant role in transforming cultural

the student’s emotional states. More
serious difficulties, however, are likely to

diversity from an abstract ideal to a tan
gible reality.

arise when the differences are more sub
tle, when they are unexpected, and

In August 1989, the first group of
CASS students arrived to begin their
two-year associate degree programs. As
they began their second year, they were

when they are not clearly understood.

Hurt feelings, discomfort, annoyance or
even anger may result from attitudes

As the University progresses toward
becoming a more pluralistic community,
it is important that we do not fail to
develop mechanisms for dealing with
potential problems as an integral part of
new programs. Ongoing orientations
programs for visitors from other coun
tries, workshops for University person

and behaviors that are not understood

nel and students who will be working

as part of the Office of International Pro

as being influenced by culture.
How far apart we stand when convers
ing is an example of such a potentially

with students from abroad, an active
orientation program for host families
and other involved community members

grams, coordinated the program and

problematic cultural difference that is

are among the methods that have

offers support services for the 52 stu

commonly misinterpreted. Because in

proved to be effective in the CASS expe

dents from Central America and the
Caribbean.

the United States the physical distance

rience.
The strong affectionate relationships

joined by another group of CASS stu
dents in August 1990. The CASS staff,

between people tends to be greater than

turally diverse community, potential for
misunderstandings grow along with the

in many other cultures, we may be con
sidered cold and unfriendly while we
view others as inappropriately familiar

more obvious benefits and enjoyment.
Our community must be sensitive to

or overbearing. In order to go beyond
these impressions, it is important that

concerns such as English language
acquisition problems and cultural differ
ences related to academic performance.

we develop an understanding of cultural
influences on behavior, an attitude of

To do so will enable us to avoid serious
complications and to deal successfully

with inevitable difficulties.

appreciation for the variations we
encounter.
The CASS students reside for at least

Tolerance and appreciation of differ
ences is at the heart of a successfully

six months with local host families who
serve as links to the community, cultur

pluralistic community. It is simpler to

al informants, informal but highly effec
tive language teachers, consumer affair

As the University becomes a more cul

deal with the obvious differences, that
are clearly recognized, anticipated and
acknowledged. Difficulty in adjusting to

Maine’s severe winters, for example, is
expected and assistance is provided in

openness to explore differences, and an

that have developed between many stu
dents and their families, and between

the students and the University and
community members, are clear indica

tions that it is possible to transend the
inevitable problems through tolerance
and a willingness to find ways to under
stand each other.

Development
‘Matters (continued.)

guides, friends and often as parents. For
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There are many other types of yearend charitable gifts with substantial tax

strangers to live together is never simple
and it is further complicated by lan

vide you or your attorney, accountant or

guage barriers and cultural differences.

advantages. We would be pleased to pro
tax advisor with additional information
and assistance. Keep in mind that this
information is necessarily general in
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1990 year-end tax reform legislation.

Along the Mall

¥ou should contact your professional
Paul Haggerty, and David Steiner,
grad, assists., surveying engineering,

presented poster papers at the “13th
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sens
ing,” Fredericton, NB, Canada, July 1617. Steiner presented ‘The Digital Satel
lite Images for the Determination of

Stuart Bullion, assoc, prof, of journal

ism and chair, Department of Journal
ism and Mass Communication, has been
named a faculty representative to the
Annual Alumni Fund Committee. He
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Haggerty presented ‘The DIRIGO Sys
tem: Image Processing for the Macintosh

II.”

the MeNG’s second-highest decoration.
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